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Current approaches to biomedical image quantification and analysis of Magnetic Particle
Imaging (MPI) are thwarted by the lack of reliable, standardized methods of segmentation
due to inability of various human raters to determine threshold regarding the integrity of
nanoparticle signal from background in images. This calls for the development of artificial
intelligence (AI) systems for analysis of MPI. Here, we utilize a canonical algorithm in the
domain of unsupervised machine learning, known as K-means++, in order to adequately
segment the regions of interest (ROI) of images and preform subsequent analysis. We
have developed the algorithm to preform iron prediction tasks through a novel AI
generated standard curve method, in which several fiducial markers within a scan are
segmented by the algorithm, and their total pixel intensity sum and corresponding total
iron amounts are used to generate a standard curve through linear regression, from which
the total iron amount of an unknown ROI is predicted. For initial parameter optimization
of the algorithm, 3D-printed phantoms were generated in two shapes— Circle and a letter
“S”. From this, we observed a linear correlation between MPI signal intensity and iron
amount, so the standard curve model was elected as the more reliable model for total
iron amount prediction and was used as the algorithm for quantification and predictive
analysis throughout the rest of the study. In order to provide a robust domain of data to
the algorithm and evaluate its performance in multiple MPI scenarios, we generated in
vitro, in vivo, and ex vivo models and applied the AI algorithm to these datasets in order to
gain insight into segmentation and iron prediction on these images. Through statistical
evaluation of the algorithm performance via Intraclass Correlation Coefficient validation
on these datasets, we observed the ability of the K-means++ based model employed in
this paper, to provide a novel, standardized method of quantification, analysis of MPI on
transplanted human islets, and in a wide domain of data.

Kmeans++ Segmentation Algorithm 
We developed a region-based K-means++ based segmentation for each image region
separately. The K-means++ algorithm iteratively partitions the data into k distinct groups
(clusters). These groups are distinct and non-overlapping; where each data point (pixel value
in our case) belongs to only one distinct cluster. In this, the algorithm tries to maximize the
inter cluster distance and minimize the intra cluster distance. The algorithm uses the
proposed clustering equation shown below:
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Where 𝑤!%= 1 for data point 𝑥! if it belongs to cluster k; otherwise, 𝑤!% = 0. 𝜇% represents
the centroid of the cluster of 𝑥!. To calculate the distance between pixel values, the
canonical distance metric employed in our algorithm is the euclidian distance. A centroid in
the conventional K-means algorithm can be defined as mean value (center point) of all the
data points that belong to that cluster. In this study we use K-means++; a variant of original
K-means with smarter initialization. Centroids are selected from the available data points,
and a new point is chosen as a centroid based on its distance from the nearest, previously
chosen centroid, an initialization mechanism termed sequential initialization. This type of
sequential initialization is what differentiates K-means++ clustering from normal K-means,
which uses randomized initialization. We choose k values for centroids that cover the entire
range of data points; This value for k can be considered the number of different pixel
clusters represented in our dataset. This was done by comparing the results for k = 2,3,5,
and 7 clusters, and applying the elbow method to determine variance such that the
minimum sum squared of errors (MSSE) was the lowest and stable for the chosen k cluster.
Following K-means++ segmentation, the pixel values of all members of our cluster of interest
are summed to give us the total pixel sum of our segmented ROI(s).

The current state of MPI is defined by its use as a molecular imaging modality with a high
degree of sensitivity and quantification ability. Implemented in various realms of biomedical
research. Its reliance on Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide (SPIO) nanoparticle signals to
generate positive contrast images sets a new standard for quantitative imaging and biology.
However, due to the newfound presence of MPI in the field of molecular imaging and limited
range of reliable analysis and computational tools to accelerate advanced evaluation of
image scans, there exists a gap between MPI and robust quantification of nanoparticle
signals from this machine . Henceforth, it is crucial to direct efforts towards mingling the
realm of MPI with Artificial Intelligence (AI), which enables rapid, high-throughput and highly
advanced analysis of data systems and structures. Through its use in analysis of regions of
interest (ROI) in preclinical and clinical scans, with a focus on rapid quantification,
monitoring, and prognosis/predictive capability in multiple imaging modalities such as MRI,
PET, and CT, it has become clear that AI may allow one to bypass hurdles faced in biomedical
image quantification. These problems include issues with accurate and reliable signal
quantification, mainly due to the high degree of intra and inter-rater variability and selection
bias resulting from the imaging specialist or radiologist under which the image is scrutinized.
These problems are not only exaggerated in the realm of MPI due to its novelty in the field,
but this molecular imaging modality elicits problems of its own, including the inability to
define a determinate boundary for a ROI in an MPI scan. Therefore, the image and its ROI
becomes subject to selective bias from the rater at hand and a proper signal may become
outweighed by that which is false positive or false negative; Henceforth, quantification
becomes highly unreliable and difficult for subsequent analysis.
In accordance with these issues exists the time-consuming cost of freehand selection and
manual analysis of MPI image scans. Commonly used deep learning algorithms within the
field of AI, such as the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), are able to provide high-
throughput and robust analysis within molecular imaging domains of interest, although these
often come with limitations: such algorithms require a large volume of labeled data for
training the neural network and can only function within a narrow range of new data.
However, other types of AI algorithms within the domain of unsupervised machine learning,
namely clustering based approaches, are able to be optimized to function on a wide variety
of data and do not require a large volume of training data to perform with a high degree of
accuracy.
Here, we propose to develop and use the K-means++ clustering-based, unsupervised
machine learning algorithm to provide a novel method/tool for image quantification in the
molecular imaging domain of MPI, specifically regarding SPIO labeled human islet cells in
vitro and transplanted under kidney capsule in vivo in a mouse model. The purpose of this
algorithm is to provide a mechanism for rapid and highly specific segmentation of an ROI
from an MPI scan, and subsequent analysis of the ROI in order to predict the total
accumulation of SPIO nanoparticles within the cells. This ratio method relies on freehand
selection of the ROI of unknown total iron amount, and reference to a fiducial marker of
known total iron amount in order to set up a ratio through which to calculate the Total Iron
Value (TIV) of the main ROI. In this study, we develop and evaluate the performance of a new
K-means++ based linear regression model to predict total iron value of an auto-segmented
ROI from a MPI scan of an in vivo mouse model of transplanted human islet cells labeled with
SPIO nanoparticles. In previous studies of islet cell transplant and imaging with MPI,
successful transplantation and iron signal was observed, although less robust and
deterministic quantification of iron warranted greater demand for a novel, automated
mechanism for TIV prediction for transplanted cells imaged with MPI. Granting the ability to
do so will allow for rapid segmentation and quantification analysis of an ROI and estimation
of the total iron content, unlocking the capability to monitor immediate and longitudinal
studies of transplanted human islets with greater accuracy and throughput in the molecular
imaging modality of MPI.

Standard curve model for TIV Prediction
Due to limitations in the Ratio model for predicting the unknown TIV of the main ROI within
an MPI scan, we propose another approach using the K-means++ segmentation results to
predict TIV of an ROI. In order to create a more robust, standardized model for TIV prediction,
we generate MPI Images with four reference fiducial markers with known TIV of increasing
value instead of just one, along with the main ROI in the center (Fig. 1). Using these four
reference markers, we created a linear regression model and predicted the TIV of the main
ROI using this model. The linear regression model was created using the sum of pixel
intensities of fiducial markers as variable X and total iron value of these blobs as Y, and a
standard curve (SC) is generated from which the known total pixel sum of the main ROI is
used to predict the corresponding TIV on the curve by the algorithm. This approach certainly
posed segmentation challenges. Instead of the previous two, we now had to identify five
regions of interest. To accomplish this, we devised an entirely region-based K-means++
approach by exploiting the center position of the image. Since reference blobs will always be
located in the corners and main blob will be near the center, as per our standard setup for
MPI scans in this study, we found our five regions of interest and their locations. Then, we
calculated the distance from the center of the image. Based on this distance we easily
assigned numbers to our regions, such as closest to the center will be the main blob, left and
below of center will be reference blob one, left and above of center will be reference two,
right and above will be reference three and right and below will be reference four. Using this
numbering system, we input the known TIV for each reference blob in the standard curve
model, with their corresponding segmented total pixel sum values. Here, the K-means++
segmentation works the same as in the ratio method, except that it segments all four of the
markers and the main ROI pixel cluster instead of just two such blobs..

Nanoparticle labeling of human islet and in vitro MPI of human islet phantoms
Human pancreatic islets were received from Integrated Islet Distribution Program (IIDP, City of
Hope, Duarte, CA). Human islets were feed with the concentration of 280 µg/mL VivoTrax
(Magnetic Insight Inc., Alameda, CA) in CMRL media with 5% FBS and incubated for 48 hours at
37oC with 5% CO2 . Human islet phantoms were comprised of different numbers of labeled
islets (25, 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800) in PBS. 2D MPI (MOMENTUMTM imager, Magnetic
Insight Inc., Alameda, CA) images of human islet phantoms (n = 2, group = 6) were acquired.

In vivo and Ex vivo MPI of transplanted human islets in a mouse model 
All animal experiments were performed in compliance with the National Institutes of Health
guide for the care and use of laboratory animals (NIH publications No. 8023, revised 1978) and
approved by the Institutional Animal care and Use Committee at Michigan State University. )
Different numbers of labeled human islets (25, 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800) in PBS were
transplanted under the left kidney capsule of NOD.scid mice (n=2, group = 6,The Jackson
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME). 24 h post islets transplantation, mice were imaged with
MOMENTUM imager (Magnetic Insight Inc., Alameda, CA). 3D and subsequent 2D MPI images
were acquired with a MPI scanner (MOMENTUM MPI, Magnetic Insight Inc., Alameda, CA,
USA).

Immunofluorescence of labeled human islets and grafts under the kidney capsule
Paraffin sections of labeled human islets and sections of the kidney were incubated with anti-
dextran primary antibody (StemCells, Inc., Newark, CA) and anti-insulin primary antibody (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), followed by an FITC-labeled secondary antibody (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA) and Texas red-labeled secondary antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA). All
sections were mounted with a mounting medium containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA) and analyzed using Eclipse 50i fluorescence microscopy (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).
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K-means++ segmentation and standard curve model TIV prediction for MPI phantom images. A. ‘S’ phantom with 1.0 µg iron; B. 
‘S’ phantom with 2.2 µg iron; C. ‘S’ phantom with 4.0 µg iron; D. ‘Circle’ phantom with 0.5 µg iron; E .‘Circle’ phantom with 1.5 µg 
iron; F. ‘Circle’ phantom with 2.5 µg iron; G. TIV prediction of algorithm from total pixel intensity sum of ROI via SC model. 

Fluorescence immunostaining of human islets labeled with VivoTrax. A. Dextran staining of nanoparticles with anti-dextran 
antibody; B. Insulin staining with rabbit polyclonal anti-insulin antibody; C. DAPI staining of cell nucleus; D. Merged Images
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K-means++ segmentation and SC model TIV prediction of MPI of in vivo human islet transplanted mouse model. A. Mouse with 50 IEQ; 
B. 100 IEQ; C. 200 IEQ; D. 400 IEQ; E. 800 IEQ; F. TIV prediction from extracted ROIs using SC model.
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Ex vivo kidney section immunostaining of transplanted human islets labeled with VivoTrax under kidney capsule. 
Fluorescence Microscopy images of kidney section. Green = VivoTrax, Red = Insulin, Blue = DAPI staining of cell nucleus. 

Application of AI in the form of an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, namely K-
means++ for segmentation mingled with linear regression (SC model) for TIV prediction,
enabled automated, rapid and high-throughput quantification of MPI Images. K-means is a
clustering-based, unsupervised machine learning technique entirely based on pixel values.
Since this study aims to develop an advanced MPI data analysis method that is an
unsupervised machine learning problem, where we don’t have a high volume of labeled
dataset— K-means++ clustering seems like a reasonable choice. The algorithm groups similar
pixel values into clusters. The number of groups is pre-defined and is a limitation of K-
means++ algorithm in that it has to undergo initial parameter optimization in order to
function within a domain, in this case being MPI signals, but since we are using a pre-
determined scale range of total iron values from 0.5 to 7.5 μg (low to high signal intensity
generated) we can circumvent this limitation to a high degree. Therefore, using K-means++
we generate clusters and isolate the maximum value cluster as our cluster of interest. Then
using the segmentation map which acts as a mask from K-means we identify original image
pixel values by using pixel indices to segment the original MPI image and only show the
segmented clusters of interest. Using the original pixel intensity values from the MPI file, we
calculate the sum of pixel intensities in our segmented ROI(s).
Initial parameter optimization through application of the elbow method allowed for use of
the algorithm in a diverse domain of MPI, from phantom studies through full animal models
of transplanted human pancreatic islets. From segmentation results of phantoms of different
structures, both ‘S’ and ‘Circle’ shapes, it is evident that the algorithm can function with a
high degree of specificity for true SPIO nanoparticle signals with little regard for bleeding of
signal or noise, even in the presence of spatial complexity of signal patterns. This ability of
the algorithm to segment portions of an ROI that does not include noise, and segment
islands of pixels is unprecedented in the field of MPI and molecular imaging in that
conventional methods in ROI analysis by freehand selection of imaging specialists and
radiologists often includes a great deal of noise in ROI extraction and analysis. Furthermore,
the ability of the algorithm to generate a standard curve from which TIV is predicted permits
a highly robust computational mechanism for iron quantification of an ROI, a feat previously
difficult to achieve by hand without application of some software to calculate a linear
correlational equation or a linear regression model for prediction.
Use of the proposed algorithm in vitro, in vivo, and ex vivo portrays the ability to segment,
quantify, and preform analysis of labeled human pancreatic islet signals from an MPI scan.
This algorithm enabled rapid, high throughput ROI segmentation and analysis of pancreatic
human islets cell transplanted in a mouse model. The accuracy of the algorithm in
comparison with an imaging specialist, as fortified by the high degree of inter-rater reliability
via ICC validation across all three stages of our mouse model qualifies the ability of this
algorithm to segment and calculate total iron content of an MPI ROI with trustable validity.
In some cases, the algorithm includes less salt noise and false positives in its ROI prediction,
and this may allow for greater TIV prediction than that of an imaging specialist. This has the
potential of extension to realms of stem cell and cell differentiation studies in the future
where MPI signal quantification and analysis of TIV, indicative of nanoparticle uptake, of the
cells can be quickly and accurately quantified since these constructs have been previously
imaged with MPI .

In conclusion
Through this algorithm, the total iron content was able to be rapidly monitored and analyzed.
Due to the ability of artificial intelligence to segment an ROI and quantify total pixel sum and
predict TIV with high throughput and reliability, this process becomes more approachable
and applicable in a variety of settings where MPI cell imaging is applied in vivo. Nonetheless,
a clear relationship between the increasing total pixel sum and TIV prediction of an ROI is
indicative of the fact that the K-means++ segmentation algorithm and SC model is capable of
segmenting the ROI and predicting TIV with similar trends across in vitro, in vivo, and ex vivo
studies of human islet cells and similar constructs. This underscores the opportunity to
exploit the proposed unsupervised machine learning technique of K-means++ for MPI
segmentation and ROI analysis for iron uptake prediction of human islets cells, and
potentially applications in other cell-based therapy including stem cell transplantation, CAR T
cell therapy, et al. in vivo.

Human pancreatic islets were provided by the NIDDK-funded Integrated Islet Distribution
Program (IIDP) at City of Hope, NIH Grant # 2UC4DK098085 and the JDRF-funded IIDP Islet
Award Initiative to P. W.. The project also was partly funded by the NIBIB, NIH Grant #
1R03EB028349-01A1 to P. W.

3D MPI Scan and CT Overlay human islet transplanted under left kidney capsule of mouse model. A. 3D MPI/CT merged image; 
B. Sagittal view of MPT/ CT image; C. Coronal view of MPI/CT image; D. Axial view of MPI/CT image. 

Layout of different fiducial marker and main ROI regions for use in the standard curve K-means++ model. The blobs in the 
periphery indicate fiducial reference markers of known TIV and the larger blob in the middle indicates a sample main ROI.


